We study a system with unlimited service potential where all service requests are served in parallel. The entire system itself becomes unavailable for a random period of time at the first instance that the system becomes idle. A queue builds up while the system is unavailable, and then all waiting customers enter the system simultaneously-each to its own processor-when the system becomes available again. All customers who arrive to find the system in operation proceed directly into service. The analysis of this system entails finding the distribution of the delayed busy period of an M!G!o queue. The steady-state distribution of the number of customers in the system is obtained for the special cases of exponential and deterministic service times. Among other applications, our results enable us to analyze and solve for the optimal N-policy for the systems with unlimited service potential. We also study a multiclass model of a polling system with exhaustive service.
In this paper, we are interested in multiple server systems where all servers are synchronized, in that all servers come from, and go on vacations simultaneously as a synchronized unit (see Levy and Yechiali 1976 for a model where exponential servers go on vacations individually).
One major component in the analysis of vacation systems is the delayed busy period caused to the (primary) customers by the vacation time. In the case of serial processing, i.e., a single server, and Poisson arrivals, this delayed busy period is relatively easy to analyze (in fact, they are compound Poisson with respect to the delays; see Prabhu 1980 , page 81), due to the essential linearity of the system in that the server works at the unit rate. However, little is known about the case of parallel processing-with a sewvice unit being comprised of multiple sewvers-even though many current production and service systems utilize many processors (sewvers) working together in parallel. To motivate our results, consider a production facility with k machines capable of producing a single item. Orders for this item are still assumed to arrive according to a Poisson process. The machines are coupled together and synchronized, in that the machines are not turned on and off individually, but rather simultaneously, as an entire facility. If there is a significant cost to turning on the facility, one central operational issue is again to determine efficient start-up and shut-down policies. An N policy is again a good candidate, i.e., a policy which waits until N orders have arrived (and are enqueued) before turning on the facility for a production run. The facility is then turned off at the termination of the production run, when there are no longer any orders outstanding. Under this policy, the length of a production run is equivalent to a busy period in an MIGIk queue that is initiated with N customers, i.e., a delayed busy period. This is a simple MIGIk vacation model with the vacation again being the time until N customers arrive. To determine the operating characteristics of this policy, one therefore needs to know, among other things, the distribution of the length of a delayed busy period in the MlGlk. (A note on terminology: We use the term busy period in multiple server systems to mean the time until all servers are idle.) Unfortunately, except for very special sewvice time distributions (e.g., exponential), the even simpler ordinary busy period of the MIGIk system (see e.g., deSmit 1973, Weins 1989), is already quite complicated (because the output process during the busy period is no longer linear as many jobs are worked on simultaneously), which, in turn, leaves the exact analysis of the more complicated delayed busy period (and hence the vacation model) almost completely unattainable. Therefore, the development of approximations are in order.
Typically, approximations of performance measures for systems involving the MIGIk, involve a related model wvith unlimited service potential, i.e., an M/G/?? system (see e.g., Tijms 1986, subsection 4.4.3). While the M/G/oo system is still highly nonlinear, in contrast to the MIGIk system, the distribution of the ordinary busy period is available in explicit form (Takaics 1956 , Shanbag 1966 , and Stadje 1985 , which makes the delayed busy period distribution amenable for analysis. Therefore, with a view toward eventually developing some approximations for (more realistic) finite systems, in this paper we study the M/G/oo model with system vacations, where all servers go on vacation together when the system becomes empty. This paper is obviously just a first step in that direction, although we believe our results are of interest in their own right. A system with infinite servers who utilize a gate between serving successive stages of customers, and then go on vacation together when the system is empty is analyzed in Browne et al. (1992a, b) .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces our model and notation. The Laplace transform for a busy period in an M/G/oo queue that is initiated by k customers is explicitly solved for. From this we obtain the Laplace transform of the cycle time for the vacation model. While the transform cannot, in general, be explicitly inverted to obtain the corresponding distribution function (this is also true for the simpler ordinary M/G/oo system; see Stadje), we are able to use our results to obtain the first two moments of the cycle time explicitly. Section 2 returns to the start-up and shut-down problem described above, and solves for the optimal N-policy for a system with an unlimited number of servers, where there is a cost to start a production run, as well as holding costs. We characterize the optimal threshold in this case, which is related to a classical EOQ model. As noted, similar problems have received much attention in the literature for the case of serial processing; see, for example, Bell and Heyman and Sobel, where one of the objectives is to find the optimal number of customers in the queue at which to start the system.
In Sections 3 and 4 we obtain some more explicit forms by analyzing the case of exponential service, as well as the deterministic case. Note that the case of exponential service times also corresponds to a single server model with state-dependent service rates At,, = n A, and that our results are the first on general vacations (to our knowledge) that pertain to such models. (For vacations with a state-dependent arrival rate, see Shanthikumar 1988 , and for state-dependent vacations, see Harris and Marchal 1988) . Section 5 analyzes a model of a polling system with two customers classes, namely the altenating priority infinite server queue.
THE MODEL, NOTATION, AND BUSY PERIODS
Consider an M/G/oo system in which whenever there are no customers in the system, service throughout the system is shut down for a random length of time, which we call a vacation. When a vacation ends, if there are customers waiting, the system is turned on and remains that way until it is empty. Otherwise, a second vacation takes place. We assume that interarrival times, service times, and vacation times are independent, that each sequence is identically distributed, and the service times and vacations have finite first and second moments, respectively. To study this system, we use the following notation: = the probability that there are k customers in a standard M/G/oo system at time t, starting from an empty system. If we consider a standard M/G/oo queue in which at time zero there are k customers all starting service at the same time, then the probability that at time t there are n customers present is given by min(n, k) 
In particular, for n = 0 we have that
17kO(t) = bko(t)po(t) = Fs (t)ke P(t). (3)
We begin with the following result.
Lemma 1. For every k -0 and a > 0 we have
where 00 Ak(a) = e XXtrko (t) dt, Proof. Equation ( 
o o where the first equality follows by conditioning on V and applying Fubini's theorem. The second integral is simply the sum of all the service times of the customers that arrived during the entire busy cycle (from time zero). Wald's identity immediately implies that this gives ESEN(Bi) for i = k, V. To complete the derivation we use the fact that since N(t) -At is a martingale (with respect to the filtration generated by the process Li(-)) it follows by Doob's optional sampling theorem that EN-(min(Bi, t)) = AE min(Bi, t) and by monotone convergence that EN(Bi) = AEBi. With (21) and some straightforward manipulations, the proof is complete. Finally, if k > k* then the left side is < 1 and, as the right side is always greater than one, and the result follows. 
We conclude this section with an optimization problem. Consider the model with N-policy. Assume that there is a holding cost for each customer of h per-unit time and a setup cost of K for each cycle. How this setup cost is charged is of no consequence. For example, part of it could be charged when the station is turned off and the rest when it is turned on. We would like to find k which minimizes our long-run average costs

EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIMES
and divide by EBv, which gives (43). This completes the derivation. Putting it all together, straightforward manipulations give (48). To obtain (49) we can repeat the same argument as in (46). Since there is no new insight here we omit this derivation.
DETERMINISTIC SERVICE TIMES
For the deterministic case we can give a more precise statement than is given by Theorem 2 for the related minimization problem considered in Section 2. In particular, note that with ak as in (29), we have that 
Remark. Note that A, is implicit in SD(*), where it enters through p(t), and p'(t).
Proof. To begin, let Q(t) = (QI(t), Q2(t)) where Qi(t) is the number of customers of type i in the system at time t. Let B,0(, denote a system busy period that is initiated from the state (1, 0), i.e., by an arrival of a class 1 customer. This occurs with probability p. Note that since class 1 customers have deterministic service, obviously 
and then using (64) (with k = 1) and (66) accordingly.
The moments of the system busy period can be established accordingly, but since no new insights are to be gained, we leave the derivation for the reader. The reader should note that what allowed a direct analysis of this model is the fact that class I (sub) busy periods are invariant with respect to the initial number, hence there is no dependency structure between successive (sub) busy periods of the same class. This would not be the case if class 1 customers required random services as well.
Extensions of this polling model are being developed, and will be reported upon elsewhere.
